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The very humble cot besides the sea
That stands unmoved by hate of wind or waves

Must oft have heard the storm exact the fee
The drowning pay in shrieks for ocean graves

A pile of stone 1 It braves for years the fray
While man its builder crumbles quick away

The stories told inside its solid walls
Were salted with the flavor of the deep

Adieus that paled the lips of sinking souls
Who saw approach the herald of eternal sleep

Wore told again about the fishers fire
By him who saw the doomed ones expire

A question asked about how big a catch
The nets would gather from tomorrows tide

Or how the gale did move the roof of thatch
Were problems that their counsels did decide

So through the struggles tied to passing years
They lived alone with their own hopes and fears

I know the cottage best when old John Bird
Did limp about the town to sell his fish

His cry Fresh fisha thousand times Ive heard
And oft has he filled my eartlieru dish

Excited 1 hed shake his stick at a boyish prank
Then turn to calmly bargain with some crank
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lifeIHarpassions tied or cut away their tether

Gfimen who loom like shadows in the past
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T in off the throng that near it hurry by

1all of ocean timed the tastes of youth
d won his nature for its changing moods

Ta mold the traits and prove the shining truth
f seas add men as nurslings to their broodsbredB fed
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Their cursings hates and soof other faults

Were baubles gatherd fromfiftie tossing sea
On sunlit waters nestling oer vaults

They gleaned the virtues totaVgreat degree
But playthings burnt and fo ed byNatures laws
They showed the virtues weld to the flaws
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